
Note : Due to client confidentiality, several names, locations and facts 
have been modified. The overall experience has not been modified. 

1: Intro/Onboarding

TBD, simple VO instructing user to do simple tasks to ensure headset 
and controllers are working properly. Depends on final methods that 
test best with users. 

“Please follow the ball.”

“Now look toward the chime.”

“Hold your hands out to your sides.”

“Now squeeze the trigger button on the controller, and hold it.”

“Great! Let’s get started. Reach out and grab that tanker.” 

“Go ahead and reach out your hand holding the controller, and click 
the button”

1: Overview

Original music begins. It is dark, and we are tilted up to the sky.  
We see the glimmer of a sunrise and slowly it becomes lighter. We 
hear the sounds of morning.

Narrator:  Alabama. Our home is known for its natural beauty. You 
feel our connection to nature in our forests, rivers, the gulf and in 
the wind. Nature powers how we work and play.

Narrator: Alabama Energy is a state-of-the-art plant, turning natural 
resources into valuable energy. You’re about to see how that happens. 
We’ll explore the plant and see how our work powers homes and busi-
nesses around the world. 

Fade up on 500:1 scale plant. User towers over plant.

Narrator: Our plant is a pretty big place. 500 acres big. Almost 75 
miles of pipes are connected to move natural gas throughout the fa-
cility. Want to get a closer look? Reach out and pick up the plant. 

If user doesn’t click on the plant.



Nudge: Reach out and grab the plant. It may look heavy, but it’s 
lighter than air.

Nudge: Don’t miss the details of our plant. Pick it up! 

Narrator:  Our tour will take you places that are restricted to expe-
rienced workers. Let’s begin with the plant’s three trains. (SFX: 
Train whistle)  No, you won’t find a caboose. Our three trains are 
stand-alone liquefaction units.

Train 1, 2, and 3 highlight in turn. Big #1, #2, #3 hover over each 
train.

Large arrow winds its way across the train, roughly outlining the 
path of the gas.

Narrator: The raw natural gas — called feedstock gas — is purified 
and treated inside the trains.

Treatment area of the train highlights.

Narrator… Next, the refrigerant is compressed…  * 

Compressor deck building highlights.

Narrator... and the purified gas is chilled to an incredible negative 
two hundred and sixty degrees Fahrenheit. That’s not an easy thing to 
do, but we do every day. 

MCHE area highlights.

Narrator: The gas is now ready for storage and transport. 

Tanks and tankers area highlights.



Narrator:  Feedstock gas comes from all over North America -- as much 
as two billion cubic feet a day!  That’s enough to fill Bryant-Denny 
Stadium sixteen times! SFX: Crowd Cheers

Volume of gas arises from the ground. 

Narrator: Before it becomes liquid natural gas, the feedstock needs 
to be treated. Let’s see this big process from a smaller scale. Click 
on the methane molecule and let’s get microscopic. 

Methane molecule appears in front of user, along with ‘NEXT’ text.

When user clicks on ethane molecule, it spins, animating, growing 
bigger, as we FADE TO BLACK.

2: Treatment

FADE UP on molecular scene… all the molecules in raw feed gas float 
past us.

The user can grab any floating molecule. When they do, its name and 
chemical formula appear next to it. When they let go, the molecule 
rejoins the current.

In front of the user is a console with three inputs. It’s dark, inac-
tive at first.

Narrator: Wow. We’re smaller than microscopic. By shrinking down, we 
are now among the molecules that make up natural gas….

Ethane and methane Highlight.

Narrator : …as well as the stuff we filter out.

Mercury, H2S, H2O, CO2, C4H10, C5H12, etc highlight.

Narrator : Time to work. First, let’s remove mercury, hydrogen sul-
fide and H-2-O. Grab one of those highlighted molecules.



Nudge: Not that kind. Find one that looks like this or this. 

Nudge: Don’t be shy. Grab a yellow or purple molecule. 

Input #1 activates: it shows a graphic of Hg,H2S, H2O with arrows, 
pointing at simple sponge/filter.

Narrator: Nice. Place it on the adsorption bed.

When user places h2s on filter, it disappears. A large filter sweeps 
through the flow, grabbing Hg, H2S, H2O and removing them from the 
flow.

Narrator: Next we remove C-O-2 with an amine wash. Grab a C-O-2 mol-
ecule and put it on the console.

Nudge: The C-O-2 is blue and red.

Nudge: You’re doing great. Just reach out. 

The second input activates: it shows a CO2 molecule and an arrow 
pointing at a thing.  When user puts CO2 on console, it is absorbed 
in a mini-illustration of the amine process. Then a wash of heavy 
liquid pours over the entire flow, pulling all of the CO2 molecules 
down with it.

Narrator: Carbon dioxide is trapped in this amine liquid.

Now only hydrocarbons are left.

Narrator: Next, we’ll separate the clean hydrocarbons that are part 
of natural gas and get rid of the ones we don’t use. Put one of the 
big hydrocarbons on the chiller. 



Third port lights up. It shows the big C5+, etc molecules and a 
chilling coil. When user puts C4+ on the port, it sinks down or some-
thing, and the rest of the C4+ start sinking downward as well.

Nudge: Find a bigger one.

Nudge: Not quite. Go big. 

Narrator: Heavy hydrocarbons, like butane and pentane, liquify at 
higher temperatures than natural gas. By chilling the feedstock, 
those heavy hydrocarbons liquefy.

Narrator: We’re left with ethane and methane, the two key ingredients 
of natural gas. Great job. You’re a natural gas natural!

(A tiny turbine appears in front of the user along w/ “Next”.

Narrator: Let’s go see the mechanical muscle that makes this process 
possible.

(When user clicks the turbine, it spins up and we FADE TO BLACK.

3: Compressor 

FADE UP on the compressor deck. Human scale, standing next to an 
enormous turbine. Our control panel now has a big red button and a 
throttle control.

Narrator: We’re back to human size. We didn’t lose anybody, did we? 
Welcome to the compressor deck, the beating heart of our plant. 

Narrator: That’s a Baker-Hughes compressor.

The front panels float up to reveal the interior of the turbine.



Narrator: This high-tech machine works like the compressor in your 
refrigerator. 

An ordinary fridge appears in front of us, next to the turbine. It 
turns around to show the cooling loop on the back.

Narrator: To cool your fridge, we need to rapidly compress refriger-
ant. The compressor squeezes the refrigerant to a low 13 p-s-i. A 
cooling loop is what keeps the refrigerator cold. 

Fridge moves out of the way.

Narrator: Our compressor does the same thing, but we don’t use it to 
keep our ice cream cold.   

An animated graphic shows the gas being compressed and turning redder 
on the back of the fridge.

Narrator: Press the button to start the turbine with the starter mo-
tor. 

Nudge : Go ahead, click here.

Nudge: Hit the button. Let’s get rollin’.

When user pushes button, machine spins up. If they let go too soon, 
it sputters out. When they hold it down for a second, it gets going. 
It is loud.

Nudge: Oops. You didn’t hold it down long enough. Try again.

Narrator: Now, grab that throttle and add some propane.

Even louder, VO is practically screaming to be heard.

Narrator: Loud eh? It’s as powerful as 200 pickup trucks! That’s over 
60,000 horsepower! 



(For a moment the plant disappears, replaced by literally a field of 
200 trucks revving.

Nudge: Want to feel the horsepower of those trucks? Go ahead and rev 
‘em!   

A little MCHE sits on the control panel along with the “NEXT” button

Narrator: You’re doing great. Let’s turn this natural gas into a liq-
uid. Click on the M-C-H-E

When user clicks on MCHE it spins and we FADE TO BLACK

4: MCHE

FADE UP on the MCHE. We’re standing across from it on a platform. Our 
console has a series of rocker switches and a large valve wheel.

Narrator: Say hi to the crown jewel of our plant, the main cryogenic 
heat exchanger, or M-C-H-E.

Again, the household fridge is sitting across from us.

Narrator: Remember the fridge? Well, this state-of-the-art process 
works like that.

A graphic appears in front of the fridge showing the other half of 
the cooling cycle. 

Narrator: The rapidly expanding gas drops dramatically in tempera-
ture.

The fridge turns about and we see into it through open doors.

Narrator: Your freezer gets to about zero degrees Fahrenheit. The M-
C-H-E drops the temperature much colder. 



View of freezer compartment open. There is a carton of ice cream, 
frozen pizza, ice cubes.

Narrator: Flip the first switch to start the flow of propane refrig-
erant.

Nudge: Let’s get going. Flip that first switch!

Nudge: No time to chill. Hit the switch. 

Console has two big fat rocker switches marked PR Propane Refrigerant 
(-30℉), MR Mixed Refrigerant (-255℉). Each switch must be flipped in 
turn, which causes noises to happen and the next switch to light up.

Narrator: As the compressed coolant expands, it gets real cold. You’d 
better break out the earmuffs. 

A graphic overlays the MCHE showing the path of MR down.

Narrator: This first step gets to negative thirty degrees Fahrenheit. 
That’s Antarctica cold!

The surrounding plant disappears, replaced by Antarctic scene. There  
is a research outpost building, blowing snow, and a penguin.

ANTARCTICA SFX - Howling wind. Penguins chatter. 

Narrator: (Spoken as if freezing.) Where’s my a scarf? Flip the sec-
ond switch to see how cold it gets inside the M-C-H-E.

Nudge: (Spoken as if freezing.) Flip the switch. I’m freezing out 
here!

Nudge: (Spoken as if freezing.) Hurry. I’ll pay for the hot coco.

After the switch is activated…



Narrator: This two-hundred-foot tall stack can create temperatures 
that reach negative two hundred and sixty. That’s dark side of the 
moon cold!

Antarctica changes to the surface of the dark side of the moon… the 
horizon’s curve is visible. Shallow craters dot the barren, deathly 
still, surface. The penguin is still there. Wearing a space helmet.. 

SFX: Space Radio Chatter. BEEP. The penguin squawks over the radio.

Narrator: (Space radio voice) Okay space cadets. Open the ball valve 
to start the flow of natural gas. 

Nudge: (Space radio voice) Turn the valve to chill the natural gas.

Nudge: (Space radio voice) Houston, do we have a problem? Hit the 
valve.

 

User turns the valve. We go back to the plant.

Narrator: As the natural gas rises through the vessel, the refriger-
ant pulls out all the heat. 

A graphic shows the path of NG up the stack, going from red to blue. 

Narrator: Using an icy cold temperature, the gas becomes a clear liq-
uid, even at atmospheric pressure. 

Illustration of condensation: cloud gets turned into drops; or liquid 
in a beaker. 

Narrator: This liquid is six hundred times more compact than the gas 
it came from. Quite the storage saver, eh? 

A tiny tanker appears in front of us, with “Next” text.



Narrator: What’s the next stop for this gas? Grab a life vest and 
we’ll find out.

5: Tanks & Ships

FADE UP on the giant scale scene again. The large volume of gas is 
still sitting there.

Narrator: Remember those two billion cubic feet of gas that filled 
sixteen stadiums? As liquid natural gas, that compresses into half a 
tank. That could fill a swimming pool. (SXF: Pool splash) 

The gas transforms into a cylinder of liquid which floats over to the 
tank and settles in it. 

Narrator: The liquid natural gas is ready to be loaded onto tanker 
ships for export. Fill ‘er up!” SFX: Old Time Gas Station chime. Ding 
Ding.

An arrow appears above the cargo pump, pointing at it.

Narrator: Use the joystick to move the loading arm and fill the 
tanker.

Nudge: Move the arms. Just push the stick forward.

When user taps loading arm, it descends, touching the tanker. A 
graphic gauge shows the tank emptying and the tanker filling.

Narrator: One tank fills approximately one tanker. With three active 
trains, we can fill a tanker every two days.

Ding! The loading is done.

Narrator: Now, back out the loading arms away from the tanker. 

Nudge: Pull back to retract the loading arms.



When user clicks on cargo pump, it retracts. Tugboats push the tanker 
out into the channel, and it sets off toward the gulf. 

Narrator: Good work. Let’s wish our crew some smooth and safe sail-
ing. 

A tiny globe appears with the “NEXT” sign

Narrator: Where’s our tanker headed? Click on the globe to follow its 
journey.

FADE TO BLACK

6: Globe
FADE UP on outer space. The WORLD spins toward us, coming to rest 
just within reach, North America oriented toward us. It’s about five 
feet in diameter. Alabama Energy is clearly marked.

Narrator: Alabama Energy is connected to the world. Touch the map to 
see all of the places that we are powering. 

(Guest can touch map)

Narrator: Every tanker that leaves our port carries a bit of Alabama 
pride with it. We’re powering homes, businesses, hospitals and inno-
vation across the globe, but it all starts here. Turn the globe to 
see how our work powers the world. 

Lines in the diagram draw the pipeline network across North America 
to Alabama Energy. dotted blue lines grow out from it, showing ship-
ping routes to Japan and France. When those lines reach their desti-
nation, they blossom into more networks, showing the distribution of 
gas.

Narrator: I enjoyed showing you how science and engineering turns 
natural gas into clean energy here at Alabama Energy. Thanks for vis-
iting. 


